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積雪量変化の日予報
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The authors have already reported on the expression of dai1y snow-melt. In this 
paper， itis discussed how to apply the expression to the forecasting of dai1y or day聞
time variation of snOWcover depth， in order to give a speciaI contribution to traffic 
business. The fol1owing results are obtained: 
i) Dai1y or daytime forecast of variation of snow-cover depth is formulated in 
terms of dai1y lowest atmospheric temperature， dai1y snow-fall， and certain const圃
ants. The fromula is shown in the forecast diagrams. 
i) The reliabi1ity of the forecast diagrams was confirmed with 90 examples taken 
from the latest and past observations on the snow-cover. Error of the diagram 
for given quantity of snow-fal1 is found as 0-5 cm for 73沼 ofexamples， 5 --10 cm 
for 20% and above 10 cm for 7%， when the snow-cover depth is measured in terms 
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第 2節でー述べたように日融雪深を放射融雪深aと空 r-. r 
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Fig. 1 Relation between both kinds of 
mean temperature. 8A and 8B 
た結果，それがGauβ 分布をすると仮定してよいと思
われ，計算の結果つぎの値を得た。
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Fig. 2 Relation between daily minimum 

































































































fd) Depth vdridtiol7 in ddy-time 
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(b) Depth va.riation In a day 
Fig. 3 Diagrams for the depth variation fore四 stof snow-cover:in 
day-time or in a day. Bold lines showthe maximum allowed 
snow-fall to drive the rai1way， big， and small vehic1es and 
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